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Personalized learning occurs when e-learning systems make deliberate efforts to design educational
experiences that ﬁt the needs, goals, talents, and interests of their learners. Researchers had recently
begun to investigate various techniques to help teachers improve e-learning systems. In this paper, we
describe a recommendation module of a programming tutoring system - Protus, which can automatically
adapt to the interests and knowledge levels of learners. This system recognizes different patterns of
learning style and learners’ habits through testing the learning styles of learners and mining their server
logs. Firstly, it processes the clusters based on different learning styles. Next, it analyzes the habits and
the interests of the learners through mining the frequent sequences by the AprioriAll algorithm. Finally,
this system completes personalized recommendation of the learning content according to the ratings of
these frequent sequences, provided by the Protus system. Some experiments were carried out with two
real groups of learners: the experimental and the control group. Learners of the control group learned in
a normal way and did not receive any recommendation or guidance through the course, while the
students of the experimental group were required to use the Protus system. The results show suitability
of using this recommendation model, in order to suggest online learning activities to learners based on
their learning style, knowledge and preferences.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The increasing use of Recommender Systems (RSs) that support users in ﬁnding their way through the possibilities offered on the WWW
is obvious. Many online companies like amazon.com, netﬂix.com, drugstore.com or ebay.com (Linden, Smith, & York, 2003; Schafer, Konstan,
& Riedl, 1999) are using RSs to direct the attention of their costumers to certain products. The general purpose of RSs is to pre-select
information a user might be interested in (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005).
The main recommendation goal of e-commerce RSs is to provide consumers with information to help them to decide which products
to purchase. Existing successful examples from e-commerce may inspire and help us when designing and developing speciﬁc RSs for
e-Learning environments (Dikovic, 2009; Fertalj, Hoi
c-Bo
zi
c, & Jerkovi
c, 2010). In the learning context we have to consider that learners
could have various individual needs and characteristics such as different levels of expertise and prior knowledge, cognitive abilities, learning
styles, motivation, and that they want to achieve a speciﬁc competence in a certain time. Hence, they cannot be treated in a uniform way.
It is of great importance to provide a personalized system which can automatically adapt to learners’ learning styles and knowledge
levels and intelligently recommend online activities or resources that would favor and improve the learning.
In this paper, we present our design of a recommender system for an adaptive and intelligent web-based programming tutoring system –
Protus (PRogramming TUtoring System) that takes into account pedagogical aspects of the learner and the need to recommend sequences of
learning activities in a pedagogically effective order.
While Protus provides two general categories of personalization in a system based on adaptive hypermedia and RSs (Klasnja-Mili
cevi
c,
Vesin, Ivanovi
c, & Budimac, 2010), this paper focuses on the recommendation module. This recommendation module is designed to:
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 recognize different patterns of learning style and learning habits through testing the learning styles of learners,
 form clusters of learners based on learning style and then discover behavioral patterns for each learner by AprioriAll algorithm (Tong &
Pi-Lian, 2005) and
 create a recommendation list according to the ratings of these frequent sequences, provided by the Protus system.
The term “learning styles” refers to the concept that individuals differ in regard to what mode of instruction or study is the most effective
for them (Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer, & Bjork, 2009). Proponents of learning style assessment contend that optimal instruction requires
diagnosing individuals’ learning styles and tailoring instruction accordingly. Many learning style models exist in literature, e.g. the learning
style model by Felder and Silverman (1988), Honey and Mumford (1982), Kolb (1984) and Pask (1976). While there are still many open issues
with respect to learning styles, the learning style models agree that learners have different ways in which they prefer to learn.
The knowledge of learners’ learning styles may be utilized in many ways to enhance learning and teaching. First, teachers can beneﬁt by
getting information about how their learners are used to learn, which provides them with a deeper understanding and might help when
explaining or preparing learning material. In addition, learners can be supported by matching the teaching style with their learning style.
Providing learners with learning material and activities that ﬁt their learning styles can make learning easier for them. This matching
hypothesis is supported by many educational theories, as stated and described by Cofﬁeld, Moseley, Hall, and Ecclestone (2004). Examples
support this hypothesis include the development of adaptive systems such as the two-source adaptive learning system (TSAL) (Tseng, Chu,
Hwang, & Tsai, 2008), a web-based educational system with learning style adaptation (WELSA) (Popescu, 2008) and an add-on to Learning
management systems (LMSs) (Graf & Kinshuk, 2007). In the last few years, some research studies have been conducted on developing an
approach that identiﬁes learning styles automatically from learners’ behavior in an online course (e.g. Cha et al., 2006; García, Amandi,
Schiafﬁno, & Campo, 2007; Graf, Liu, & Kinshuk, 2010). In this paper, we used this approach in combination with the Felder-Silverman
Learning Styles Model (FSLSM) (Felder & Silverman, 1988). FSLSM describes learning styles in more detail through characterizing each
learner according to four dimensions: Information Processing (active/reﬂective), Information Perception (sensing/intuitive), Information
Reception (visual/verbal), and Information Understanding (sequential/global).
The learners with different learning styles have different sets of learning sequences. Hence, in this paper, we aim to estimate automatic
recommendations to an active learner based on his/her learning style and learning sequence, as well as by exploiting similarities and
dissimilarities among other learners with the same (similar) knowledge level.
In our system, learners are ﬁrst clustered based on learning style. After this, behavioral patterns are discovered for each learner by
AprioriAll algorithm (Tong & Pi-Lian, 2005) (see Section 4.1 for details). Next, a recommendation list is created according to the ratings of the
frequent sequences, provided by the Protus system. The provided recommendation is expected to have a higher accuracy in matching
learners’ requirements to learning material and thus a higher level of acceptance by the learners.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some previous research related to our proposal. Section 3 introduces the overall
system architecture and describes the proposed method, which includes the recommender framework and the speciﬁc model used for
recommending process. Identiﬁcation of sequences of learning activities and personalized recommendation are referred to in Section 4.
Experimental tests to prove the validity of the system are described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides the concluding remarks.
2. Related work and literature survey
Computer technology has been used to develop a vast array of educational software, from early computer-based training systems to webbased adaptive hypermedia, multimedia courseware, and educational games. During our research, we focused attention only on a speciﬁc
kind of tutoring systems. These can be roughly classiﬁed into two categories:
1. adaptive hypermedia systems that adapt the course to learners’ individual learning styles and
2. tutoring systems that use different recommendation techniques in order to suggest the most appropriate online learning activities to
learners, based on their preferences, knowledge and the browsing history of other learners with similar characteristics.

2.1. Systems with adaptation to learner’s individual learning styles
Many learning style models exist in literature, each proposing different descriptions and classiﬁcations of learning types. Cofﬁeld et al.
(2004) identiﬁed 71 models of learning styles. Furthermore, a lot of research has been done in last 30 years in different models of learning
styles.
For example, as stated by Cofﬁeld et al. (2004), about 2000 articles have been written related to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Myers,
1962) between 1985 and 1995 and more than 1000 publications have been written about the Kolb learning style model (Kolb, 1984) as well
as the Dunn and Dunn learning style model (Dunn, Dunn, & Freeley, 1984).
Systems based on different learning style models use different methods to obtain the learning style of the learner. One method is to have
the learner ﬁll in a learning style survey which usually accompanies the learning style model on which the system is based (Parvez & Blank,
2008; Peña, Marzo, & de la Rosa, 2002; Wang, Li, & Chang, 2004; Wolf, 2003). Another method is to infer the learning style from his/her
interaction with the system, such as the pages the learner visits and the links that he/she follows (Kelly & Tangney, 2004, 9–30 p.). After
obtaining the learner’s learning style, these systems can be adapted to present the instructional material in the sequence and/or form most
suitable for the learner.
The adaptive response of existing environments is often restricted to pictures and text instead of multimedia presentations, with some
exceptions like the iWeaver (Wolf, 2003). Also, the adaptive feedback is usually based solely on an initial assessment of the learning style
proﬁle, which is then expected to remain stable. However, research indicates that learning styles of an individual can vary depending on the
task or the learning content. Hence, it seems counter-productive to lock the learner into a ﬁxed learning style proﬁle after the initial
assessment.
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With regard to exploitation of the learning style information in designing the system’s adaptation, many questions are still open. For
example, questions related to the way learners with different learning styles answer to assessment tests, exercises, activities, etc., navigation
traces followed by learners with different styles, common characteristics of learners of the same style, evidence about the way learners
of speciﬁc learning style select and use educational resources that are considered beneﬁcial for their style, and so on (Ivanovi
c, Pribela, Vesin,
& Budimac, 2008).
2.2. Systems with implemented recommendation
RSs use opinions of a community of users to help individuals identify content of interest from a potentially overwhelming set of choices
more effectively (Resnick, Iacovou, Suchak, Bergstrom, & Riedl, 1994). Some RSs have also been applied to e-learning systems for recommending which learning objects should learners study next (Kristoﬁc, 2005), or for providing recommendations about offered learning
objects in order to contribute to the learners’ progress towards particular goals (Farzan & Brusilovsky, 2006).
An exploratory study of a recommender system, using collaborative ﬁltering to support (virtual) learners in a learning network, has been
reported in (Koper, 2005). The author simulated rules for increasing/decreasing motivation and some other disturbance factors in learning
networks, using the Netlogo tool. Closely related to this study is an experiment reported in (Janssen, Van den Berg, Tattersall, Hummel, &
Koper, 2007). The authors offered learners a similar recommendation system. The recommendations did not take personal characteristics of
learners (or possible ‘matching errors’) into account.
A methodology to improve performance of already developed courses through adaptation was presented in (Romero, Ventura, & De Bra,
2004). This AHA! project was initially developed to support an online course in adding adaptation to hypermedia courses at the Eindhoven
University of Technology (Romero, Ventura, De Bra, & De Castro, 2003). One of its most important features is the adaptation of the
presentation and navigation system of a course on the basis of the level of knowledge of a particular learner. AHA! applies speciﬁc prediction
rules to achieve adaptation.
An investigation on how Data Mining techniques could be successfully incorporated into e-learning environments, and how this could
improve learning processes was presented in (Tang & McCalla, 2005). Here, data clustering is suggested as a means to promote group-based
collaborative learning and to provide incremental learner diagnosis. Clustering was proposed in (Hammouda & Kamel, 2006) to group
learning documents based on their topics and similarities. Data Mining techniques such as Association Rule mining, and inter-session and
intra-session frequent pattern mining, were applied in (Zaïane, 2002) to extract useful patterns that might help educators, educational
managers, and Web masters to evaluate and interpret online course activities.
All these systems claim to be innovative and stress the importance of content, but unfortunately, none of these tutoring systems are being
used by a large and worldwide community outside the research area. It is therefore difﬁcult to assess them. None of the above mentioned
systems implement full use of the recommender techniques like collaborative ﬁltering, association rule mining and clustering; They are just
the basic data mining techniques.
Most of the existing e-learning platforms for teaching Java programming have not yet taken the advantage of adaptivity (Emurian, 2006;
Holland, Mitrovic, & Martin, 2009; Sykes & Franek, 2003), possibly because the expected proﬁt has not justiﬁed the high effort of implementing and authoring adaptive courses. Moreover, most of the adaptive tutoring systems do not support e-learning standards. Our system
Protus recommends a media experience that is most likely to be chosen in the current learning context by the current learner. This
recommendation mechanism is attempting to accommodate to a possible variation in a learner’s learning style proﬁle.
3. System architecture and design
In this section, we summarize the general setup of the Protus system before discussing the recommendation module in detail.
Protus is a tutoring system designed to help learners in learning essentials of programming languages. In spite of the fact that this system
is designed and implemented as a general tutoring system for different programming languages, the ﬁrst completely implemented and
c, Budimac, & Pribela, 2008). Java was chosen because it is
tested version was for an introductory Java programming course (Vesin, Ivanovi
a programming language widely used at our University, and because it is a clear example of an object-oriented language and therefore
suitable for teaching the concepts of object-orientation. The environment is designed for learners with no programming experience. It is an

Fig. 1. Protus system architecture.
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interactive system that allows learners to use the teaching material prepared within appropriate course. It also includes a part for testing
the acquired knowledge.
The main purpose of the Protus system is to recommend useful and interesting materials to e-learners based on their different backgrounds, preferences, learning purposes and other meaningful attributes. Protus system consists of ﬁve functional modules: ‘domain
module’, ‘learner model’, ’application module’, ‘adaptation module’ and ’session monitor’, (Fig. 1).
The domain module presents the storage for all essential learning material, tutorials and tests. It describes how the information content
is structured. The learner model is a collection of both static and dynamic data about the learner. The system uses that information in order
to predict the learner’s behavior, and thereby adapt to his/her individual needs. The application module performs the adaptation. To be exact,
the adaptation module follows the instructional directions speciﬁed by the application module. These two components are separated in order
to make adding new content clusters and adaptation functionalities easier. Within session monitor component, the system gradually
re-builds the learner model during the session, in order to keep track of the learner’s actions and his/her progress, to detect and correct his/
her errors and possibly to redirect the session accordingly. At the end of the session, all of learners’ preferences are recorded in learner
model. The learner may change this information at any time by editing his/her preferred learning style. Therefore, if a learner does not agree
with the system’s assumptions about his/her preferences, he/she can inspect his/her learner model and make changes in it during learning
session. The learner model is then used along with other information and knowledge to initialize the next session for the same learner. The
adaptation module provides two general categories of personalization based on adaptive hypermedia and RSs. This paper focuses on the
recommendation component (Fig. 2) that is responsible for the ﬁnal recommendations.
Our proposed framework for building automatic recommendations is composed of three modules:
 A learner-system interaction module, which pre-processes data to build learner models. The data about learners’ activities (like sequential
patterns, visited pages test results and grades earned) are collected within this module. The pages for learners’ registration, theory
sessions, tutorials, examples and tests are extended with background processing of the input data.
 An off-line module, which uses learner models on-the-ﬂy to recognize learners’ goals and content proﬁles. After appropriate learning
style is determined for each learner, based on the initial survey, learning content is ﬁltered, depending on the current status of the
course, learner’s afﬁliation and ratings provided by the system.
 A recommendation engine, which produces a recommendation list. From the ﬁltered list of learning content and based on the discovered
sequences, the list of recommended actions and recourses is sent to alter learner–system interaction within a new session.
Here we explain recommendation procedures for a new learner. The new learner signs up by using the registration form in order to create
an initial personal proﬁle. Each proﬁle stores personal information supplied directly by the learner, i.e.: last name, ﬁrst name, login, previous
knowledge, preferences, etc. (known as static information), and information about interests, dominant meaning words, and behavior
(known as dynamic information). The learner may change the static information at any time by editing it. When learners are registered to
the system, their learning styles need to be tested. The learner need to answer a short survey that it used to determine his/her preferred
learning style. This style indicates a preference for some presentation methods over others. These results are stored in the learner model,
which will be used for the initial adaptation in Protus (Klasnja-Mili
cevi
c et al., 2010).
When a learner is logged in, a session is initiated based on the learner’s speciﬁc learning style and sequence of lessons is recommended to
him/her. The learner can change the order of lessons he/she is attending. After selecting a lesson, from the collection available in Protus, the
system chooses a presentation method for the lesson based on the preferred style. For the rest of the lesson, learners are free to switch
among presentation methods using the media experience bar. When the learner completes the sequence of learning materials, the system
evaluates the learner’s knowledge degree for each lesson. The test contains several multiple-choice questions and code completion tasks.
Protus then provides feedback to the learner on his/her answers and gives the correct solutions after the test.
Recommendations cannot be made for the whole pool of learners, because even for learners with similar learning interests, their ability
to solve a task can vary due to variations in their knowledge level. In our approach, we perform a data clustering technique as a ﬁrst step to

Fig. 2. The recommendation component.
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Fig. 3. Grouping of lessons and their interaction.

cluster learners based on their learning styles. These clusters are used to identify coherent choices in frequent sequences of learning
activities. Then, a recommendation list can be created according to the ratings of these frequent sequences provided by the Protus system.
The details of the whole process are presented in the rest of the paper.
3.1. Content ﬁltering and indexing
The learning content is divided into six units, each of which consists of several lessons (Fig. 3). Every lesson (out of eighteen) contains
three basic parts: theory session (tutorials), examples and tests. To every lesson an unlimited number of examples and tests can be attached.
Their number can be increased by teachers using an appropriate authoring tool. Protus contains various forms for adding new learning
material: tutorials, examples and tests (Vesin, Ivanovi
c, & Budimac, 2009).
3.2. Learning style identiﬁcation
It is obvious that different learners have different preferences, needs and approaches to learning. Psychologists call these individual
differences learning styles. Therefore, it is very important to accommodate for the different styles of learners through learning environments
that they prefer and ﬁnd more efﬁcient. Learning styles can be deﬁned as unique manners in which learners begin to concentrate on,
process, absorb, and retain new and difﬁcult information (Dunn et al., 1984). They are distinctive individual patterns of learning, which vary
from person to person. It is necessary to determine what is most likely to trigger each learner’s concentration, how to maintain it, and how to
respond to his or her natural processing style to produce long term memory and retention.
There are over seventy identiﬁable approaches to investigate and/or describe learning style preferences. We used one such data
collection instrument, called Index of Learning Styles (ILS) (Felder & Soloman, 1996). The ILS is a 44-question, freely available, multiplechoice learning styles instrument, which assesses variations in individual learning style preferences across four dimensions or domains.
These are Information Processing, Information Perception, Information Reception, and Information Understanding. Within each of the four
domains of the ILS there are two categories (see Table 1):





Information
Information
Information
Information

Processing: Active and Reﬂective learners,
Perception: Sensing and Intuitive learners,
Reception: Visual and Verbal learners,
Understanding: Sequential and Global learners.

The preferred learning style can be investigated by offering the learner a free choice between an example, an activity or an explanation
at ﬁrst, and by observing a pattern in the choices he/she makes.

Table 1
Characteristics of ILS based on Felder and Soloman.
Active
Work in groups
Preference to try out new material immediately (Ask, discuss, and explain)
Practical (Experimentalists)

Reﬂective
Work alone
Preference to take time to think about a problem
Fundamental (Theoreticians)

Sensing
More patient with details
By standard methods
Senses, facts and experimentation

Intuitive
More interested in overviews and a broad knowledge (bored with details)
Innovations
Perception, principles and theories

Visual
Preference to perceive materials as pictures, diagrams and ﬂow chart

Verbal
Preference to perceive materials as text

Global
Prefer to get the big picture ﬁrst
Assimilate and understand information in a linear and incremental step,
but lack a grasp of the big picture

Sequential
Prefer to process information sequentially
Absorb information in unconnected chunks and achieve understanding in large
holistic jumps without knowing the details
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3.2.1. Information processing: active and reﬂective learners
Within Information Processing domain, we can distinguish example-oriented learners, called Reﬂectors, and activity-oriented learners,
called Activists (Kolb, 1984). Active learners tend to retain and understand information best by doing something active with it - discussing or
applying it or explaining it to others. Reﬂectors are people who tend to collect and analyze data before taking an action. They may be more
interested in reviewing other learners’ and professional opinions than doing real activities. In the Protus system, a learner with the active
learning style is shown an activity ﬁrst, then an example, explanation and theory. For the learner with the reﬂective style this order is
different – he/she is shown an example ﬁrst, then an explanation and theory, and ﬁnally he/she is asked to perform an activity. For example,
Fig. 4. shows a presentation of the lesson to the learner with active and reﬂective styles. A learner with the active learning style (Fig. 4a) can
participate in activities such as quiz, chatting, and discussion options whereas a learner with the reﬂective style (Fig. 4b) is shown an
example ﬁrst before they are offered an action.
3.2.2. Information perception: sensing and intuitive learners
Within Information Perception domain, sensing learners, called Sensors, tend to be patient with details and good at memorizing facts and
doing hands-on (laboratory) work. On the other hand intuitive learners, called Intuitors, may be better at grasping new concepts and are
often more comfortable with abstractions and mathematical formulations than sensing learners. Sensors often prefer solving problems using
well-established methods, and dislike complications and surprises. On the other hand, Intuitors like innovation and dislike repetition.
Sensors tend to be more practical and careful than Intuitors. Intuitors tend to work faster and to be more innovative than Sensors. Presentation
of the lesson to the learner with sensing and intuitive styles is given in Fig. 5. For example, it is assumed that sensing learners will be
interested in additional materials, therefore they may click the button for additional material on the interface (Fig. 5a). Intuitors are provided
with abstract material, formulas and concepts as shown in Fig. 5b. Adequate explanations are given in form of block diagrams or exact syntax
rules.
3.2.3. Information reception: visual and verbal learners
Within Information Reception domain, Visual learners remember best what they see - pictures, diagrams, ﬂow charts, time lines, and
demonstrations. Verbal learners get more out of words - written and spoken explanations. Fig. 6a. shows a presentation of the topic of
“String Declarations and Initialization” to a learner with a preference for textual material (verbalizer style). Fig. 6b. shows the presentation of
the material to a learner with a visual preference. Based on the visual preference, the topic about the “FOR loop” is presented as a blockdiagram.
3.2.4. Information understanding: sequential and global learners
Within Information Understanding domain Sequential learners tend to follow logical stepwise paths in ﬁnding solutions. On the other
hand, Global learners may be able to solve complex problems quickly or put things together in novel ways once they have grasped the big
picture, but they may have difﬁculty explaining how they did it. Sequential learners prefer to go through the course step by step, in a linear
way with each step following logically from the previous one, while global learners tend to learn in large leaps, sometimes skipping learning
objects and jumping to more complex material (Fig. 7). According to these characteristics of Sequential learning style, learners go through
Protus’ lessons by a predeﬁned order (Fig. 7a). On the other hand, Global learners are provided with overall view of the course, with short
explanations of each unit and options for accessing the unit they are interested in by clicking the unit hyperlinks rather than following
sequential order (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 4. Active (a) and reﬂective (b) styles presentation.
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Fig. 5. Sensing (a) and intuitive (b) styles presentation.

4. Identiﬁcation of sequences of learning activities and personalized recommendation
In contrast to traditional classroom-based learning, the learning behavior in web-based environments is more determined by the
learner’s own decisions how to organize learning process (Northrup, 2001). Learners could follow different paths based on their preferences
and generate a variety of learning activities. All these variations in series of learning activities are noted down by the Protus system.
In order to investigate learning activities in detail, sequential pattern mining algorithm of AprioriAll (Tong & Pi-Lian, 2005) is adopted to
extract behavioral (interaction) patterns from the log ﬁle. These patterns will be useful to analyze how learners evolve from the beginning of
learning of particular unit, until they successfully ﬁnish it, or less successfully, give up.
Learners with different learning styles have different sets of frequent sequence. Hence, learners were clustered based on their learning
styles and then behavioral patterns were discovered for each learner by AprioriAll algorithm.
4.1. The process of mining sequential patterns by Aprioriall algorithm
Let I ¼ f i1 ; i2 ; ::; im g be a set of learning objects, called items. An itemset is a non-empty set of items. A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets.
We denote an itemset i by ði1 ; i2 ; .; im Þ, where ij is an item. We denote a sequence s by hs1 ; s2 ; .; sn i, where sj is an itemset. A sequence
ha1 ; a2 ; .; an i is contained in another sequence hb1 ; b2 ; .; bn i if there exist integers k1 < k2 < . < kn such that a1 4bk1 ; a2 4bk2 ; .; an 4bkn .

Fig. 6. Verbal (a) and visual (b) styles presentation.
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Fig. 7. Sequential (a) and global (b) styles presentation.

In a set of sequences, a sequence s is maximal if s is not contained in any other sequence (Agrawal & Srikant,1995). A learner supports a sequence
s if s is contained in the learner sequence for this learner. The support for a sequence is deﬁned as a fraction of total number of learners who
support the sequence.
Given a database D of learners’ access transactions, the problem of mining sequential patterns is to ﬁnd the maximal sequences among all
the sequences that have a certain learner-speciﬁed minimum support. Each of the maximal sequences represents a sequential pattern. A
sequence satisfying the minimum support constraint is called a large sequence.
The process of mining sequential patterns can be split into ﬁve phases (Agrawal & Srikant, 1995). To explain them conveniently, we use
a small part of the database, as shown in Table 2. Each transaction consists of the following ﬁelds: learner-id, access-time, and the access
path in the transactions. Phases are:
 Sort phase: The original database is sorted with learner-id as the major key and access time as the minor key. Table 2 shows the result set
of learner sequences after sorting.
 Large-itemsets (l-itemsets) phase: In this phase we ﬁnd the set of all large itemsets. Without loss of generality, we assume that the set of
l-items is mapped to a set of consecutive letters. Suppose the minimal support is 60%, and the minimal support customer sequence is
thus 3. The result of large 1-itemsets is listed in Table 3 a.
 Transformation phase: In a transformed learner sequence, each transaction is replaced by the set of l-itemsets contained in that
transaction. If a transaction does not contain any l-itemset, it is not retained in the transformed database. This transformed database is
shown in Table 3b.

Table 2
Database sorted by customer Id and transaction time.
Learner-id

Access-time

1
1
1
1

2010.
2010.
2010.
2010.

2
2
2

2010. January 15.
2010. January 16.
2010. January 17.

Lesson 1 overview, Lesson 1 theory session
Lesson 1 example 3, Lesson 1 example 1,
Test 1

3
3
3
3

2010.
2010.
2010.
2010.

January
January
January
January

18.
20.
21.
22.

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

4
4
4
4

2010.
2010.
2010.
2010.

January
January
January
January

21.
23.
24.
26.

Lesson 1 introduction, Lesson 1 overview, Lesson 1 theory
session, Lesson 1 exercise,
Lesson 1 syntax rule,
Lesson 1 example 2, Lesson 1 example 3, Test 1

5
5
5
5

2010.
2010.
2010.
2010.

January
January
January
January

16.
17.
18.
19.

Lesson 1 introduction, Lesson 1 overview
Lesson 1 theory session
Lesson1 exercise
Lesson 1 example 1, Lesson 1 example 2, Test 1

January
January
January
January

Access path
20.
22.
23.
24.

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

introduction, Lesson 1 overview, Lesson 1 theory session
exercise, Lesson 1 syntax rule,
example 2, Lesson 1 example 3
example 1, Test 1

theory session
syntax rule
example 3, Lesson 1 example 1
exercise, Test 1
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Table 3
Large itemsets and transformed database.
a) Large Itemsets

b) Transformed database

Large itemsets

Mapped to

Learner id

Mapped to

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Test 1

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

1
2
3
4
5

<(abc)(de)(gh)(ﬁ)>
<(bc)e(hf)i>
<ce(hf)(di)>
<(abc)de(ghi)>
<(ab)cd(fgh)i>

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

introduction
overview
theory session
exercise
syntax rule
example 1
example 2
example 3

 Sequence phase: This is an essential phase of the process. In this phase, an algorithm uses a set of large itemsets to ﬁnd the desired
sequences. The idea is that, given the l-itemsets, the set of all the sequences with minimum support should be found. In each pass, we use
the large sequences from the previous pass to generate the candidate sequences, and then measure their support by making a pass over
the database. The ﬁrst pass over the database is made in the l-itemset phase, and we determine the large 1-sequences shown in Table 3a.
The large sequences together with their support at the end of the third and fourth pass are shown in Table 4 a. and Table 4 b, respectively.
 Maximal phase: to reduce information redundancy, the sequential patterns contained in other sequential patterns are pruned (see
algorithm in Listing 1). Table 4c. shows Maximal Large 5-Sequences, after pruning.

Listing 1. Algorithm for pruning the sequential patterns
for all sequences c˛Ck do
for all ðk  1Þ- subsequences s of c do
if ðs;Lk1 Þthen
delete c from Ck;

4.2. Evaluation process
When the learner completes the sequence of learning materials, the Protus system evaluates the learner’s acquired knowledge. The
learners’ ratings can be interpreted according to the percentage of correct answers, as follows:





5
4
3
2

(excellent) - (80–100%)
(good) - (70–79%)
(average) - (60–69%)
(passing) - (50–59%)

Table 4
Large 3, 4 and 5-sequences.
a) Large 3-sequences

b) Large 4-sequences

Sequence

Support

Sequence

Support

abc
abd
abg
abi
abh
bcd
bce
bcg
bch
bcf
bdg
bdh
bgh
bhi

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

abcd
abcg
abch
abgh
abhi
abdg
abdh
bcgh
bchi
bghi
cdgh
cehf
cdgi
dghi

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

bci
ceh
cdg
cdi
chi
ghi
hﬁ
ehf
dgi
dgh

4
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

c) Maximal Large 5-Sequences (after pruning)
<abcgh>
<abchi>
<abghi>
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Table 5
The analysis of the test score difference.
Type of test

Group

N

Df

Mean

t-calculated value

t-table value

Intellectual abilities

Experimental
Control

340
100

438

117.25
111.69

1.23

1.96

Level of signiﬁcance a = 0.05

 1 (marginal) - (0–49%)
This ﬁve-point grading scale is based on our secondary school grading system. Consequently, learners have a better sense of having
mastered the material using this system of evaluation. The system can be easily transformed and adapted to other standards of grading.
Two learners are said to be similar to each other if they are evaluated by the system with the same ratings for a similar navigational
sequence. Recommendation process can be carried out according to these learning sequences based on the collaborative ﬁltering (CF)
approach.
4.3. Recommendation process based on collaborative ﬁltering
The task of a collaborative ﬁltering system is to predict the usefulness rating of a particular learner l for a similar learner l’ (Herlocker,
Konstan, Tervin, & Riedl, 2004). Therefore, the rating vector of a learner l is represented by Rl ¼ (rl1, rl2, ., rli). The entry rlj of Rl is provided by
the Protus system to indicate the learner’s knowledge degree for the unit he/she is currently used in learning process.
The collaborative ﬁltering system compares the learner’s ratings with the ratings of all other learners, who have been rated. Then
a weighted average of the other learners rating is used as a prediction. If Sl is a set of frequent sequences that a learner l has been rated
for, then we can deﬁne the mean rating of learner l as:

r l ¼ ð1=jSl jÞ

X

rli

i˛Sl

When Pearson correlation (Herlocker, Konstan, Borchers, & Riedl, 1999) is used, similarity is determined from the correlation of the rating
vectors of learner l and the other learner l’. This value measures the similarity between the two learners’ rating vectors.



0

r l; l



0
¼ @

1,0vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1
u X 

2 X 
2
X 
 
u
rli  r l ,
rl0 i  r l0 A
rli  r l , rl0 i  r l0 A @t
i˛Sl XSl0

i˛Sl XSl0

i˛Sl XSl0

The prediction formula is based on the assumption that the prediction is a weighted average of the other learners’ ratings.

pcol ðl; iÞ ¼ r l þ kli


X  
r l; l0 rl0 i  rl0
l˛Li

where Li - is the set of learners who were rated for sequence i; the factor kli is used to normalize the weights.

0
kli ¼ 1=@

X 


0

1

r l; l A

l0 ˛Li

When this procedure is executed, Protus system can recommend relevant links and actions to target the learner during the learning
process based on similarities with other learners. The system can be considered successful if the observed learner is rated with a similar
grade.

Fig. 8. Learning styles results.
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Table 6
Cluster identiﬁcation based on different styles.
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

.

Cluster 16

Active
Sensing
Visual
Sequential

Active
Sensing
Visual
Global

Active
Sensing
Verbal
Sequential

Active
Sensing
Verbal
Global

.

Reﬂective
Intuitive
Verbal
Global

21 learners

20 learners

17 learners

19 learners

.

17 learners

5. Evaluation and discussions
To evaluate our system, we have carried out some experiments on an educational dataset. We selected 440 learners, 1st year undergraduate students of the Department of Information technology at Higher School of Professional Business Studies, Novi Sad University.
Involved learners were programming beginners that successfully passed the basic computer literacy course at previous semester.
They were divided into two groups: the experimental group and the control group. Learners of the control group learned with the
previous version of the system (Vesin et al., 2009) and did not receive any recommendation or guidance through the course, while the
learners of the experimental group were required to use the Protus system. Learners from both groups did not take any parallel traditional
course and they were required not to use any additional material or help.
5.1. Data deﬁnition
The experimental group consisted of 340 learners, while the control group consisted of 100 learners. The experiment lasted for almost
four months, from January 2010 until April 2010.
In order to assess whether the means of two groups are statistically different from each other, the t-test was utilized. Both groups
of learners completed the Norm-referenced test which allows us to compare learners’ intellectual abilities (Glaser, 1963). Results of this
test were combined with grades that learners earned at a basic computer literacy course at the ﬁrst semester of their studies. The aim of
a computer literacy course was to teach data structures and algorithms by presenting exercises of algorithm simulations to the learners.
Programming coursework in any programming language was not assessed. The most important outcome was therefore the introduction of
general problem solving concepts, rather than focusing on teaching the syntax of a speciﬁc programming language.
The predetermined alpha level adopted for hypothesis testing was 0.05, as signiﬁcance levels of less than 0.05 are considered statically
signiﬁcant, degrees of freedom (df) for the test was 438. Table 5 reports the obtained t-test results. Since the calculated value of t (1.23) is not
greater than table value of t (1.96), we can conclude that the differences between the experimental and the control group are negligible and
there is no need for additional equalization of groups.
Table 7
Learner proﬁles for learners within the ﬁrst unit.
UNIT 1
Clusters

Sequences

Learners

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Cluster 1

Sequence 1

Learner
Learner
Learner
Learner
.
Learner
.
Learner
Learner

1
2
3
4

2
4
2
2

2
5
3
4

3
4
3
3

4
5
4
4

2
3
2
2

3
4
3
3

10

3

4

2

4

2

3

f-1
f

2
1

3
2

3
3

2
2

4
4

4
3

1
2
3
4

4
2
2
4

5
3
4
4

4
3
3
4

4
2
2
2

5
3
4
5

4
3
3
3

10
11
12
13

2
4
4
4

4
3
5
3

3
4
4
4

4
4
5

2
3
4

1
2
4

g-1
g

4
4

3
5

4
4

3
2

2
2

1
2

1
2
3
4

2
4
2
2

2
5
3
4

3
4
3
3

4
5
4
4

2
3
2
2

3
4
3
3

10

3

4

2

4

2

3

h-1
h

4
2

5
3

4
3

4
2

2
1

3
2

Sequence 2

.
Sequence n
Cluster 2

Sequence 1

Sequence 2

.
Sequence k
.
Cluster 16

Sequence 1

Sequence 2

.
Sequence m

Learner
Learner
Learner
Learner
.
Learner
Learner
Learner
Learner
.
Learner
Learner
Learner
Learner
Learner
Learner
.
Learner
.
Learner
Learner
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5.2. Data clustering
The learners from the experimental group ﬁlled out the Felder-Soloman Index of Learning Styles Questionnaire (Felder & Soloman, 1996).
This psychological questionnaire maps a set of 44 questions over 4 dimensions representing learning preferences and styles: Active versus
Reﬂective, Sensing versus Intuitive, Visual versus Verbal, Sequential versus Global.
The aim was to cluster learners from the experimental group into a sub-class according to the learning style revealed by the ILS
questionnaire. Fig. 8. shows the comparison of learners’ stated preferences corresponding to learning styles across all four domains.
Based on the results of the questionnaires it was possible to deﬁne 16 (24) clusters, which determined learner proﬁles for 340 learners
from the experimental group. Clusters were formed for different combinations of learning styles (Table 6). Table 7 shows learner proﬁles for
these 16 clusters with regard to the ﬁrst unit, which consists of 6 lessons. The matrix contains the learners’ ratings, provided by the system,
for all the lessons they have learned. These ratings are measured from 1 (marginal) to 5 (excellent). Recommendations will be made not
based on the whole pool of learners (as most RSs do), but on the sub-clustered areas as illustrated in Table 7. Similarly, learner proﬁles were
observed for the other 5 units.
5.3. Evaluation metric
To measure statistical accuracy we use the mean absolute error (MAE) metric, which is a measure of the deviation of recommendations
from their true learner-speciﬁed values (Herlocker et al., 1999; Shardanand & Maes 1995). For each pair <pi, qi> of predicted ratings pi and
the actual ratings qi, this metric treats the absolute error between them i.e., |pi  qi| equally. The MAE is computed by ﬁrst summing these
absolute errors of the N corresponding ratings–prediction pairs and then computing the average value. Formally,

Fig. 9. The result MAE for six units.
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Fig. 10. Efﬁciency comparison between groups.

MAE ¼

N
X

!,
jpi  qi j

N

i¼1

The lower the MAE, the more accurately the recommendation engine predicts learner ratings. The results of six units, attended by
learners, are shown in Fig. 9. From the Figure, we can see that the MAE is well under 1.0, which means that the recommended learning
sequences satisfy statistical accuracy. However, educational research measures are needed to evaluate whether learners actually do beneﬁt
from the usage of the recommender system. From the educational point of view, learners only beneﬁt from learning technology when it
makes learning more effective, efﬁcient or attractive. Efﬁciency indicates the time that learners needed to reach their learning goal. Effectiveness is a measure of the total amount of completed, visited, or studied lessons during a learning phase (Drachsler, Hummel, & Koper,
2009). In our study, we track only lessons that are successfully completed, meaning that learners passed the appropriate test at the end
of the particular lesson. It is related to the efﬁciency variable through counting the actual study time. Satisfaction reﬂects the individual
satisfaction of learners with the given recommendations. Satisfaction is closely related to the motivation of the learner and therefore
a rather important measure for learning. To answer this question, we randomly selected a sample of 100 learners from the experimental
group and 100 learners from the control group.
5.4. Experimental results and analysis
The results of the experiment showed that the learners in the experimental group should be able to complete a course in less time than
learners in the control group (see Fig. 10).
Fig. 11. shows that the experimental group continuously completed more lessons successfully than the control group. To get subjective
evaluation of our system, at the end of the course we organized a non-mandatory questionnaire that collected learners’ (from the experimental group) opinions about the main features of the system. Learners’ opinions on the earlier version of the system were tested in our
previous research (Ivanovi
c et al., 2008). Out of 100 learners, 75 ﬁlled in the questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire were used to
improve the quality of lessons. Results of processed answers are shown in Fig. 12.
It shows that more than 70% of learners considered the system convenient, meaning that it successfully guides them to the appropriate
material and provides them with useful additional explanations. Two principal features of the system’s speed and accuracy were also
evaluated. 63% and 64% of the learners are satisﬁed with the speed and accuracy respectively. Most learners found that the material was
processed faster while working with the system, than in other courses they attended the traditional way. Also, the accuracy of the selection

Fig. 11. Average completion of lessons per group.
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Fig. 12. Learners’ opinions about the main features of Protus.

of appropriate examples is high. More than 60% of learners found the system adaptive. In their opinion, the system successfully selects
appropriate presentation methods.
Provided with recommendations, learners can learn more conveniently than before with a system that meets their needs and interests. It
has been shown that including learner’s learning style into recommendation strategy is useful for better interpretation of the learner cluster,
which can be used to identify frequent sequences of navigational pattern in each cluster. These sequences are important for generating
recommendations based on the collaborative ﬁltering approach. The system has achieved a remarkable impact on learners’ self-learning.
Taking advantage of the system, the learners have gained more knowledge in less time, which was conﬁrmed by performing efﬁciency
observing throughout the course.
6. Conclusion
Recommender systems for e-learning need to consider the learner’s speciﬁc demands and requirements and to improve the educational
aspects.
This paper describes a personalized e-learning system which can automatically adapt to the interests, habits and knowledge levels of
learners. The differences between the learners are determined according to their previous knowledge of the matter, their learning style,
their learning characteristics, preferences and goals.
We have carried out several experiments on an educational dataset in order to test our system. First, some behavioral patterns in
different learning style dimensions were determined by conducting the experiment with a learning content based on the ILS theory by
Felder and Soloman (1996). Then, the AprioriAll algorithm was used to ﬁnd frequent sequence of navigational pattern in each learning style.
These sequences were then used to generate recommendations based on the collaborative ﬁltering approach.
Our experimental results show that a combination of testing the learners’ learning styles and mining the frequent sequences in the Web
logs by the AprioriAll algorithm, which can be used in the collaborative ﬁltering approach, has the potential to improve the quality of an
intelligent tutoring system, as well as keep the recommendation up-to-date. In the future, we plan to combine these different techniques
with tag-based RSs, where data from learners’ behavior and annotations/tags will be used on on the the-ﬂy for modifying and updating the
learner model. Tag-based recommender systems allow learners to tag the resources they’ve studied by labeling them with speciﬁc labels –
tags. Identiﬁcation of tag collection may lead to better recognition of learner’s interests and knowledge level in different topics.
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